How does aspiration dissimilation come about? The case of Mongolian
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1. Aspiration dissimilation in Mongolian

5. Evidence of dissimilation in Halh
o regressive gradient dissimilation affecting C1 T (Fig. 1)
o [thaht] ‘to pull’ < [thag] ‘cap’, [thas] ‘vulture’
< [thaɮ] ‘steppe’

3. Dataset

Aspiration dissimilation
o an aspirate feature is lost in the vicinity of another aspirate feature

o 8 speakers of Halh Mongolian
o list of 61 words (3 times) /speaker à 1,293 tokens
o C1 and C2 both included the following contexts:
o T (fortis plosives)
o D (lenis plosives)
o R (resonants/sonorants)
o /s/
o intervening vowels /a/, /aː/, /ɔ/, /ɔː/

o Pattern A: ThVTh à ThVT
o attested in Monguor
o Pattern B: ThVTh à TVTh
o attested in Chahar
o claimed to exist gradiently in Halh Mongolian [2-3]: the aspirate
feature is reduced, not deleted (see also [14])
o Halh Mongolian evidence is extremely limited: 1 speaker, 3*4 words

Figure 1: effect of C2 type on fortis plosive C1 release duration (ms). (/s/ vs T: β = -7.913, Std.
Error = 4.125, df = 23.95, t value = -1.918, p = 0.07; /s/ vs R: β = 9.1, Std. Error = 4.408, df =
25.24, t value = 2.064, o < 0.05; /s/ vs D: p = 0.7)

o C1 /s/ not affected by C2 type
o apparent lack of progressive dissimilation (C2 T) (see box 6)
o no effects of vowel Length * Type of C1 / C2
o dissimilation isn’t blocked by Vː
o [thaːhthai] 'pleasant' ≈ [thahthax] 'to pull’
o sporadic effects of vowel length on pre-aspiration
duration
o V shorter pre-aspiration than Vː
o no effects of speaker sex (contra [1: 245-9])
o expected effect of number of syllables
o post-aspiration duration: σ > σσ > σσσ
o pre-aspiration duration: σ < σσ < σσσ

o
o

Map (right): geography of the patterns (taken from [2])
Areas with progressive dissimilation (pattern A)

o

Areas with regressive dissimilation (pattern B)

o

Non-dissimilating areas

o /g/, /ɢ/ coded as D
o but somtimes realised as fricatives
o sometimes voiceless
o /ɮ/ coded as R
o often a voiceless fricative

4. Correlates of dissimilation
o to quantify aspiration dissimilation, we obtained
measures of
o release duration (ms)
o voiceless pre-aspiration rate of application (%)
o voiceless pre-aspiration duration (ms)
o rate of application of local breathiness (%)
o duration of local breathiness (ms)
o all in line with [1] (for example)

2. Research questions & answers
1. Does gradient aspiration dissimilation occur in Halh
Mongolian? Yes.
2. If so, what conditions the phenomenon? type of obstruent •
position/direction • (possibly) individual
3. Can we use the results to shed light on the hypothesis that
gradient aspiration dissimilation may be the precursor to
complete long-distance aspiration dissimilation found in other
branches of the language family? (see [4]) It’s possible, but
tricky:

Left: post-aspiration of /s/. Right: pre-aspiration.

6. Halh dissimilation & individual variation
o some
individuals
show
progressive
gradient
dissimilation reflected in C2 T pre-aspiration (Fig. 2)
MN4, MN7, MN8
possibly progressive
gradient dissimilation

Local breathiness shown in both (‘br ini’, ‘br fin’).

7. Discussion & future work

o annotation done in [3]
o visual and statistical analyses done in [6-7], using
packages developed by [8-9]

o Why does dissimilation take place only in V (vs Vː) contexts in
Chahar?
o vowel phoneme identity jeopardised by aspiration? [5]

Figure 2: effect of C1 type on fortis plosive C2 pre-aspiration duration (ms) / individual.
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o we also looked into the breathiness of the vocalic interval via
analyses of CPP ([10-13]); ask if you want to know more

o What is the phonological status of /s/ in Halh vis-à-vis
fortisness?
o Can dissimilation be predicated more accurately if we take the
phonetics of the conditioning segments into account?
o Could prosodic durational effects lead to what looks like
gradient “dissimilation”?
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